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Stamenović, Dimitrije, Srboljub M. Mijailovich, Iva
Marija Tolić-Nørrelykke, Jianxin Chen, and Ning
Wang. Cell prestress. II. Contribution of microtubules. Am J
Physiol Cell Physiol 282: C617–C624, 2002. First published
October 31, 2001; 10.1152/ajpcell.00271.2001.—The tenseg-
rity model hypothesizes that cytoskeleton-based microtu-
bules (MTs) carry compression as they balance a portion of
cell contractile stress. To test this hypothesis, we used trac-
tion force microscopy to measure traction at the interface of
adhering human airway smooth muscle cells and a flexible
polyacrylamide gel substrate. The prediction is that if MTs
balance a portion of contractile stress, then, upon their dis-
ruption, the portion of stress balanced by MTs would shift to
the substrate, thereby causing an increase in traction. Mea-
surements were done first in maximally activated cells (10
�M histamine) and then again after MTs had been disrupted
(1 �M colchicine). We found that after disruption of MTs,
traction increased on average by �13%. Because in activated
cells colchicine induced neither an increase in intracellular
Ca2� nor an increase in myosin light chain phosphorylation
as shown previously, we concluded that the observed in-
crease in traction was a result of load shift from MTs to the
substrate. In addition, energy stored in the flexible substrate
was calculated as work done by traction on the deformation
of the substrate. This result was then utilized in an energetic
analysis. We assumed that cytoskeleton-based MTs are slen-
der elastic rods supported laterally by intermediate filaments
and that MTs buckle as the cell contracts. Using the post-
buckling equilibrium theory of Euler struts, we found that
energy stored during buckling of MTs was quantitatively
consistent with the measured increase in substrate energy
after disruption of MTs. This is further evidence supporting
the idea that MTs are intracellular compression-bearing el-
ements.
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MICROTUBULES (MTs) are structural components of the
cytoskeleton that determine cell shape and polarity
and that, in cooperation with the actomyosin network,
facilitate processes such as cell locomotion and cytoki-
nesis (cf. Refs. 1, 5). Although mechanical measure-
ments in vitro indicate that MTs have high flexural
rigidity, which suggests that they may support sub-
stantial longitudinal mechanical compression (9, 24,
38), it is not clear whether MTs play a similar role in

living cells. The idea that MTs may support a substan-
tial compression as they balance cytoskeleton contrac-
tion has become prominent with the emergence of the
cellular tensegrity hypothesis (cf. Refs. 15–17). Accord-
ing to this hypothesis, the synergy of contraction and
compression forces is essential for normal cellular
function. Thus it is of considerable interest to investi-
gate whether MTs do indeed play the role of compres-
sion-supporting elements of the cytoskeleton.

A number of previous observations appear to be
consistent with the idea that MTs of living cells carry
compression. First, for example, in response to cell
contraction and mechanical perturbations, MTs buckle
(40, 44). Second, in response to disruption of MTs, cells
contract (3, 8, 25, 32, 34). Third, there is evidence of
compression-induced MT disassembly in cultured
smooth muscle cells (33). On the other hand, data from
a recent study on cultured fibroblasts (12) suggests
that MT-based cytoskeleton exhibits a fluid-like behav-
ior in response to externally applied mechanical dis-
turbance. Furthermore, it has been shown that nocoda-
zole, a chemical that disrupts MTs, causes an increase
in myosin phosphorylation in fibroblasts (22) and an
increase in the intracellular Ca2� in vascular smooth
muscle cells (30). Consequently, the observed increase
in cell contractility in response to nocodazole could be
primarily a result of these responses and not a result of
the loss of the load-supporting capacity of MTs. Thus
the controversy about the role of MTs as a compres-
sion-supporting structure of the cytoskeleton needs to
be resolved.

In this study, we attempted to elucidate whether
MTs indeed carry a substantial compression as they
balance cell contraction. We performed quantitative
measurements of indices of MT compression in cul-
tured human airway smooth muscle (HASM) cells by
utilizing the traction force microscopy technique (42).
We analyzed data from these measurements using a
novel energetic approach. We found that in cultured
HASM cells, compression of MTs balances a significant
but relatively small fraction of cell contractile stress
during cell maximal activation by histamine.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Traction force microscopy has been used to measure cell
traction at the cell-substrate interface (4, 7, 31). From those
measurements, one also can calculate the elastic energy
stored in a flexible substrate during cell contraction (4). In
our companion study (42), we used this technique to measure
traction of cultured HASM cells in response to agonist-in-
duced cell contraction. In the present study, we utilized this
technique to assess compression in MTs in these cells.

Our working hypothesis is that cell contraction is balanced
partly by traction at the cell-substrate interface and partly by
compression of MTs (Fig. 1). To test this hypothesis, we used
traction force microscopy to measure cell traction in stimu-
lated cultured HASM cells before and after cell MTs were
treated by colchicine, a drug that disrupts MTs. If this hy-
pothesis holds, then for a given state of contraction, we
predicted that after disruption of MTs 1) traction would
increase due to a transfer of the part of the contractile stress
balanced by MTs to the substrate and 2) energy stored in the
substrate would increase due to transfer of the compression
energy of MTs to the substrate. Formal definitions of the
contractile stress, traction, and stored energy are given later
in the text.

Cell culture. HASM cells were cultured (105 cells/cm2) with
Ham’s F-12 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum, 50 mg/ml gentamicin, and 2.5 �m/ml amphotericin B.
Cells at passages 3–6 were used for all experiments. After
they reached confluence, cells were serum deprived for 48 h
and then plated in serum-free defined medium. Cells were
plated sparsely on a 70-�m-thick polyacrylamide elastic gel
block coated with collagen type I (0.2 mg/ml). More details
about cell culture can be found in our companion paper (42).
We chose HASM cells because we showed previously that in
this cell type, we can pharmacologically modulate cell con-
traction in a dose-dependent manner (13).

Traction force microscopy. A detailed description of this
technique is given in our companion paper (42). Briefly, the
polyacrylamide gel substrate was used as a strain gauge to
measure the interfacial cell-substrate traction. Many fluores-
cent microbeads (0.2-�m diameter) embedded near the gel
apical surface served as markers whose displacements were
recorded as the adhering cell contracted. The bottom surface
of the gel was covalently bonded to a flat, rigid plate, and the
lateral surfaces were free. From bead displacements and
known elastic properties of the gel (Young’s modulus values
of 870 and 1,300 Pa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.48), the traction
was calculated as described in Refs. 4 and 42.

Protocol. HASM cells plated on a polyacrylamide gel block
were first treated with 10 �M histamine, then with 1 �M
colchicine plus 10 �M histamine, and, finally, with trypsin.
This dose of histamine was shown to produce maximum
increases in cell stiffness and myosin light chain phosphory-
lation. Histamine was added with colchicine to maintain the
saturated bath concentration. Trypsin was added until a cell
was completely detached from the substrate. Note that before
the saturated dose of histamine was added, cells were treated
with lower dosages (over 4 min) for the purpose of studies
described in our companion paper (42).

Images of fluorescent microbeads were taken at baseline,
at 40-s intervals after histamine addition, after colchicine
addition, and, finally, after trypsin addition. The image after
trypsin was used as the reference (traction-free) image. The
displacement field (u) was calculated as follows: u at base-
line, after histamine addition, and after colchicine addition
was obtained by cross-correlating the corresponding image
with the reference image. A detailed description of how u was
calculated is given in Ref. 4. The displacement field u was
then used to calculate the corresponding traction vector field
(t) as described in Refs. 4 and 42; local traction was defined as
a local contact force between the cell and the substrate per
unit local contact surface area.

Calculation of traction, strain energy stored in the sub-
strate, and the prestress. The mean traction (t�) was obtained
as the root mean square of t over the cell projected area (A)
(4). The strain energy (Wt) stored in the substrate was cal-
culated as the work of t on u (4)

Wt � 1⁄2�At�udA (1)

The contractile stress (“prestress”) was defined as the net
force transmitted across a cross-sectional area of the cell by
the cytoskeleton contractile network per unit area. According
to our hypothesis, the mean prestress (p� ) is the sum of two
parts: one balanced by traction (p� t) and the other by compres-
sion of MTs ( p� MT)

p� � p� t � p� MT (2)

We calculated p� t from measurements of t, using a free-body
diagram of a cell section (Fig. 1), as p� t � (1/A�)�A�t �ndA,
where A� and A� are the projected and cross-sectional areas of
the cell section, respectively, and n is the unit outer normal
vector to A�. This means that only the component of the net
traction force normal to the cross-sectional area is balanced
by the prestress. For a single cell, p� t was calculated for many
cell cross sections (at �2.7-�m intervals), and the average
value was obtained. More details about these computations
can be found in our companion paper (42). According to Eq. 2,
for a given p� , disruption of MTs (i.e., p� MT3 0) would cause an
increase in p� t by the amount equal to p� MT. Thus p� MT was
obtained as a change in p� t after colchicine addition relative to
histamine, i.e., p� MT � �p� t, where � symbolizes change.

Immunosfluorescence staining of MTs. To find out how
depolymerization of MTs in response to colchicine progressed
with time, we serum deprived HASM cells for 24 h before
they were plated overnight in a defined medium on type I
collagen-coated (5 �g/ml) Lab-Tek chamber slides. The cells
were treated with colchicine (1 �M) for 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 min
and then fixed, permeabilized, and stained using indirect
immunofluorescence methods as described in Ref. 29.

Data analysis. Statistical differences were assessed by the
paired t-test. Differences with P 	 0.05 were considered
significant.

Fig. 1. A free-body diagram of a section of the cell adhering to the
substrate. The traction force is balanced by the net prestress force: p� t

� t A�/A�, where t � (1/A�)�A�t �ndA is the mean traction, p� t is the
corresponding mean prestress, A� and A� are the projected and the
cross-sectional areas of the cell section, respectively, t is the traction
vector field, and n is the unit outer normal vector to A�. Note that p� t

equals the net contractile prestress p� reduced by the part of the
prestress (p� MT) balanced by microtubules (MTs), p� t � p� 
 p� MT.
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RESULTS

Measurements were done on n � 13 cells. Six of
those cells were plated on a soft gel (Young’s modulus
of 870 Pa) and seven on a stiff gel (Young’s modulus of
1,300 Pa). No significant difference between data ob-
tained from these two gels was observed, and therefore
all data have been combined. Here we have presented
the data from the point when the traction reached its
peak (�3 min after histamine addition and 3–5 min
after colchicine addition). In most cells, t and Wt in-
creased after histamine addition and increased further
after colchicine addition (Table 1); the average in-
creases in t and Wt after colchicine addition relative to
histamine was �13% (�t � 23 Pa) and �30% (�Wt �
0.13 pJ), respectively. All of these increases were sig-
nificant (P 	 0.05). The increases in t and Wt after

histamine were expected as a result of increased con-
tractility due to the stimulation of the cell actomyosin
apparatus (42). The increases in t and Wt in response to
colchicine were not a result of increased myosin light
chain phosphorylation due to MT depolymerization
(40). They also were not a result of increased intracel-
lular Ca2� in response to colchicine treatment; mea-
surements showed that there was no increase in the
intracellular Ca2� in histamine maximally activated
HASM cells after colchicine addition (40). Thus we
concluded that the observed increase in t and Wt after
colchicine addition resulted from the loss of the com-
pression-supporting capacity MTs, which balanced a
part of cell contractile stress before their disruption.
This, in turn, produced a shift of load and energy from
MTs to the substrate. It is noteworthy that these data
were not consistent with MTs bearing tension; in such
a case the disruption of MTs would lead to a decrease
in �t and Wt as previously observed when tension-bear-
ing actin filaments were disrupted by cytochalasin D
(23).

Results from immunofluorescence staining measure-
ments show that disruption of MTs was evident 3 min
after colchicine addition (Fig. 2). The filamentous pat-
terns of MTs gradually started to disappear and MTs
became disorganized as treatment duration increased
from 3 to 15 min (Fig. 2). Because most of our traction
measurements were done 3–5 min after colchicine ad-
dition, it is apparent that structural integrity of a
substantial fraction of MTs was disrupted by this time.
However, a fraction of MTs remained intact even 15
min after colchicine addition (Fig. 2). Note that the
images in Fig. 2 serve only as a qualitative indicator
that MTs started to disassemble within the duration of
traction measurements.

We also calculated p� t, i.e., the component of the
prestress balanced by the traction, using the algorithm
described in our companion paper (42). We found that
p� t increased after MT disruption by colchicine (Table
1). We interpreted this increase in p� t as a part of the
prestress balanced by MTs (i.e., �p� t � p� MT). On aver-
age, p� t changed by �p� t � 288 Pa, which is �14% of p� t

Table 1. Changes in traction, energy, and prestress
after colchicine

Cell No.
Traction Change,

Pa
Energy Change,

pJ
Prestress Change,

Pa

1h 13.29 0.016 184
2h 5.70 0.058 294
3h 43.18 0.281 815
4h 24.08 0.201 150
5s 38.92 0.183 283
6s 
3.07 
0.021 158
7s 48.33 0.324 297
8s 13.16 0.073 194
9s 13.00 0.049 78

10s 5.13 0.061 48
11h 9.34 0.020 98
12h 38.84 0.209 436
13h 50.14 0.189 712

Mean 23.08 0.126 288
SE 5.11 0.030 66

Results are changes in the root mean square traction (�t), in the
energy stored in the substrate (�Wt), and in the mean prestress (�p� t)
obtained from traction force microscopy measurements on cultured
human airway smooth muscle cells in controls, after addition of 10
�M histamine and 1 �M colchicine (n � 13 cells). Letters next to the
cell number indicate the measurements done on hard (h) polyacryl-
amide gels with a Young’s modulus of 1,300 Pa and on soft (s) gels
with a Young’s modulus of 870 Pa.

Fig. 2. Immunosfluorescence staining
of MTs of human airway smooth mus-
cle (HASM) cells for 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15
min after addition of colchicine (1 �M).
Disruption of the MT network was vis-
ible 3 min after colchicine was added.
The filamentous patterns of MTs grad-
ually started to disappear, and MTs
became disorganized as treatment du-
ration increased from 3 to 15 min. Be-
cause most of our traction measure-
ments were done 3–5 min after
colchicine addition, it is apparent that
structural integrity of a substantial
fraction of MTs was disrupted by this
time.
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(Table 1); i.e., MTs balanced �14% of the prestress.
Data from individual cells showed that this contribu-
tion of MTs ranged from �3 to 30%.

Together, the above results show that disruption of
MTs by colchicine caused significant increases in �t and
Wt. These findings were consistent with our hypothesis
that cytoskeleton-based MTs support compression.

We next investigated whether the observed increase
in the energy stored in the gel substrate after the
colchicine treatment, �Wt � 0.13 pJ (Table 1), could be
accounted for by the compression energy (WMT) stored
in MTs before their disruption. To obtain WMT, we used
a theoretical approach based on an energetic analysis.

Energetic considerations. Our working hypothesis
predicts that if MTs indeed carry compression and if
there is no energy loss during MT disruption, then
WMT � �Wt.

We first used the data for �p� t � 288 Pa to calculate
the corresponding compression stress (SMT) carried by
individual MTs before disruption (recall that �p� t �
p� MT). From the mechanical balance between SMT and
p� MT (i.e., between compression and contraction), one
can show that p� MT � MTSMT, where MT � 0.19% is
the volumetric fraction of MTs in the cell (35). We
assumed that p� MT � MTSMT, which corresponds to the
case where MTs are perpendicular to the cell cross-
sectional area A�, and obtained SMT � 152 kPa.

To calculate WMT, we depicted MTs of the cytoskel-
eton as slender, cylindrical elastic rods supported lat-
erally by intermediate filaments (IFs), as proposed by
Brodland and Gordon (2). This support is needed be-
cause long, slender MTs would easily buckle and col-
lapse under compression stress SMT. If, however, MTs
were supported by IFs, they would not collapse even if
SMT exceeded a critical buckling value. Instead, MTs
would attain a postbuckling equilibrium configuration
characterized by a wavy, sinusoidal shape (2, 37). We
used this model to calculate WMT as follows.

We assumed that, within the cell, MTs span the
distance l of 20 �m and that they are stabilized by a
continuous elastic lateral support of IFs of stiffness q �
8 Pa. These values were chosen on the basis of cell size
and based on measurements in vitro on IF gels (18, 27)
(see DISCUSSION). Other parameters required for calcu-
lation of WMT were taken from the literature: the
bending (flexural) rigidity B � 21.5 pN ��m2, the cross-
sectional area of an MT AMT � 190 nm2 (9), and MT �
0.19% (35). The average cell volume was estimated to
be �5,000 �m3. From the above values, we obtained
WMT � 0.18 pJ using the postbuckling equilibrium
theory of Euler elastica (see APPENDIX). This value was
close to the measured value of �Wt � 0.13 pJ.

DISCUSSION

Elucidation of biophysical mechanisms by which me-
chanical stresses are transmitted and balanced within
the cell-substrate system is critical for understanding
how mechanical signals affect cellular function. Previ-
ous studies have shown the role of the substrate in
balancing cell contractile stress and how it may affect

cell locomotion, spreading, or apoptosis (6, 11, 31). In
this study we obtained for the first time prime quanti-
tative data suggesting that MTs also contribute to the
balance of the cell contractile stress. According to our
measurements, it appears that in maximally activated
HASM cells, MTs contribute �3–30% (�14% on aver-
age) to the balance of the contractile prestress. The rest
is balanced by the substrate.

In this study we used a novel energetic approach
that had several advantages. First, energy is a scalar
quantity, independent of the choice of coordinate sys-
tem, with the property that the total energy is the sum
of energies of various components. This simplified
mathematical handling of the data. Second, energy
analysis requires minimal specifications about cy-
toskeleton architecture. Results of the energetic anal-
ysis showed that 1) MTs buckle as they carry compres-
sion, and 2) IFs may play a stabilizing role in this
process. These findings appear to be consistent with
previous observations. First, it was observed that MTs
of living cells buckle during cell contraction (40, 44).
Second, the similarity between the observed wavy
shape of buckled MTs of living cells and the shape
predicted from the theory (2, 37) suggests that in living
cells, MTs are indeed stabilized by the surrounding
cytoskeleton structures. Finally, experimental data
show that there exists mechanical interlinking be-
tween MTs and IFs in fibroblasts (36).

Paul et al. (30) found that the increase in contractil-
ity in unstimulated arteries is paralleled by a small
increase in intracellular Ca2� after colchicine treat-
ment. They concluded that MTs do not significantly
contribute to vascular smooth muscle mechanics but
play a role in modulating Ca2� signal transduction. On
the other hand, recent measurements showed that
there was no increase in intracellular Ca2� in response
to colchicine treatment of histamine-activated HASM
cells, although colchicine alone induced a small in-
crease in intracellular Ca2� in unstimulated HASM
cells (40). Consequently, the observed increase in trac-
tion, energy, and prestress after colchicine treatment
in HASM cells (Table 1) could not be attributed to an
increase in intracellular Ca2�. These results are con-
sistent with published results in isolated arterioles
(32).

A key assumption of this study was that the mechan-
ical equilibrium and the energy budget of the cell-
substrate system were maintained by means of a three-
way force balance between the contractile elements,
cytoskeleton-based MTs, and the substrate. However,
it is very likely that other cellular structures also may
contribute to the balance of forces and energy budget.
First, it was observed recently that stress fibers of
endothelial cells exhibit buckling in response to large
shortening of the substrate (14), suggesting that they
may carry compression. However, stress fibers isolated
from fibroblasts and endothelial cells on average
shorten to about 23% of their initial lengths, suggest-
ing that under normal physiological conditions stress
fibers are indeed in tension (20). Second, we also do not
know the contribution of swelling pressure of the cyto-
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plasm to the force balance within the cell. However, the
contribution of the cytoplasm to the energy budget at
steady state is zero because the cytoplasm is virtually
incompressible. Third, the contributions of the actin
cytoskeleton and myosin cross bridges to the energy
budget did not exceed the order of 10
2 pJ each (see
APPENDIX). These values are at least an order of magni-
tude smaller than the measured energy Wt stored in
the substrate and the estimated compression energy
WMT stored in MTs. Fourth, on the basis of data from in
vitro measurements, IF gels have much lower stiffness
than actin gels, except at high strains (18), suggesting
that the energy stored in IFs is substantially smaller
than the energy stored in the actin network, which
itself has little contribution to energy storing. Thus we
concluded that in the cell-gel substrate system, the
MTs and the gel substrate had the most prominent
contribution to the energy budget. The other contribu-
tions appear to be less important. Nevertheless, their
inclusion would somewhat reduce our estimate of the
contribution of MTs to the cell energy budget.

It was assumed that there was no energy dissipation
in the gel substrate-cell system, i.e., that the system is
elastic. Although the gel behavior has been shown to be
almost elastic (31), it is not true for HASM cells, which
are known to exhibit a dissipative, viscoelastic behav-
ior (13). Nevertheless, all of our measurements were
done at the steady state when all viscoelastic stresses
are dissipated, and therefore, cellular viscoelasticity
should have little effect on data for the traction, en-
ergy, and prestress. On the other hand, it is likely that
during disruption of MTs by colchicine, a portion of the
energy stored in MTs was irreversibly lost. Hence, only
a fraction of the energy associated with MTs might be
transferred to the substrate, and thus the observed
energy increase �Wt could be an underestimate. This,
in turn, may compensate the overestimates caused by
our exclusion of the contributions of actin, myosin, and
IFs to the energy storage of the cell.

The fact that the traction measured on soft gels
(Young’s modulus of 870 Pa) did not differ significantly
from the values obtained on hard gels (Young’s modu-
lus of 1,300 Pa) can be explained as follows. First, gel
stiffness varied from experiment to experiment: the
soft gel range of stiffness was 860–1,000 Pa, whereas
the hard gel range of stiffness was 920–1,600 Pa. Thus
in some measurements the gel stiffness was not differ-
ent at all. Second, Yu-Li Wang’s group (39) have shown
that an increase in gel stiffness by a factor of �2.4
causes a modest increase in traction of �50%. Thus it
appears that traction measurements are not very sen-
sitive to changes in the substrate stiffness.

We do not know whether colchicine affects actin
polymerization and thus the state of stress within the
actin network of HASM cells. Earlier studies showed
that colchicine does not cause disruption of actin fila-
ments but does cause a small increase in cytoskeleton-
associated actin in leukocytes (21) and a significant
increase in filamentous actin in fibroblasts (19). The
latter finding corresponds to a 1-h period, whereas the
colchicine treatment in our measurements did not ex-

ceed 10 min. This, in turn, suggests that if there were
changes in the amount of actin in our measurements,
they might not be large.

A critical review of the assumptions of our theoreti-
cal analysis is given below. The crudest assumptions of
the analysis were the length of MTs of 20 �m and the
stiffness of the lateral support of IFs of 8 Pa. With the
assumption that the MTs spread outwardly from the
cell perinuclear region, and taking into account that
the length and width of spread airway smooth muscle
cells are roughly 100 and 30 �m, respectively, our
assumption that MTs span an average distance of �20
�m was not unreasonable. Furthermore, Brodland and
Gordon (2) used the same value in their analysis of MT
buckling. The assumed stiffness of IFs of 8 Pa is con-
sistent with in vitro measurements on vimentin (18)
and keratin (27) gels. In general, vimentin IF contrib-
utes about 20% of cytoskeleton stiffness in endothelial
cells and fibroblasts (41). However, desmin is the most
abundant IF in HASM cells (10), and few data on
mechanical properties of desmin in these cells are
available. Furthermore, the interlinking between IFs
and MTs within the cytoskeleton is facilitated by plec-
tin (36), whose mechanical properties are not known. It
is likely that other cytoskeleton structures and the
viscoelastic cytoplasm also play a role in stabilizing
MTs. Thus the assumed value of 8 Pa of the stiffness of
the lateral support is questionable but seems to be a
good guess for the following reasons. First, a 25%
increase in this value would overly stabilize MTs (i.e.,
no buckling would occur), which is contrary to previ-
ously observed buckled shapes of MTs (40, 44), albeit in
cells other than smooth muscle cells. If MTs did not
buckle, then the energy associated with their compres-
sion would be much smaller (order of 10
4 pJ, see
APPENDIX) than the measured value of the energy. Sec-
ond, a 25% decrease in the assumed value of stiffness of
the lateral support would result in an �2.5-fold greater
value of WMT than the measured increase in energy,
�Wt. We also performed an order-of-magnitude analy-
sis of WMT by using the method described in the APPEN-
DIX and assuming that l � O(101) �m, q � O(101) Pa,
B � O(101) pN ��m2, and AMT � O(102) nm2, where
O(10x) denotes the order of magnitude. We estimated
that WMT � O(10
1–100) pJ. The measured value of
�Wt falls within this range.

In conclusion, our study showed that a greater part
of contractile stress of cultured HASM cells was bal-
anced by the substrate, but a significant portion of this
stress was balanced by the compression-supporting
network of MTs. To our knowledge, these are the first
prime quantitative experimental data showing that
MTs behave as compression-bearing elements as they
balance the contractile stress. On the basis of our
energetic analysis, we have concluded that MTs buckle
as they carry compression and that, in this process, IFs
(and possibly other intracellular structures) stabilize
MTs.

Our findings and the findings from our companion
study (42) have an important implication on the
tensegrity idea. Key features of the cellular tensegrity
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hypothesis are that the cell stiffness increases in pro-
portion with the cytoskeleton prestress and that the
prestress is balanced by intracellular compression-sup-
porting elements (e.g., MTs). Although results from our
two studies are consistent with these features, the fact
that the MTs balance only a relatively small fraction of
the prestress in this spread HASM cell suggests that
one may not need to invoke tensegrity to explain the
prime feature of contractile cell deformability, i.e., the
association of cell stiffness with the cytoskeleton pre-
stress. Consequently, the choice of a model of cell
deformability among various prestressed structures
(e.g., tensegrity, cable nets, cortical membrane) is
likely to depend on the cell type, the extent of cell
spreading, or some other factors.

APPENDIX

The energy of buckling of MTs, WMT, is calculated as
follows. MTs were depicted as slender elastic cylindrical rods
of length l, cross-sectional area AMT, and bending (flexural)
rigidity B, supported by a lateral continuous support of IFs of
stiffness q. This lateral support effectively reduces the criti-
cal buckling length (Lcr) of MTs; Lcr 	 l. Thus the problem of
buckling of a laterally supported strut of length l reduces to
the problem of buckling of a simple Euler pin-ended strut of
length Lcr with no lateral support, known as elastica (37).
This makes the calculation of buckling energy much simpler.

Lcr was obtained from a theoretical relationship (37)
shown in Fig. 3 in a graphical form. The graph in Fig. 3 was
calculated for q � 8 Pa and B � 21.5 pN ��m2 (9). For l � 20
�m, it was found that Lcr/l � 0.14, and hence Lcr � 2.8 �m.
This value was then used to calculate the critical buckling
stress (Scr) for the Euler elastica as Scr � (�2B)/[(Lcr)2AMT],
where AMT � 190 nm2 (9). It was found that Scr � 142 kPa.

We next used the theory of postbuckling equilibrium of
Euler elastica (37) to calculate WMT. According to this theory,
the buckling is not a catastrophic event, and compressed
elastica maintains equilibrium after the compression stress
exceeds the critical buckling stress, i.e., SMT � Scr (see Fig. 4,

inset). The universal relationship between the compression
stress and the chord length L of the elastica is given in Fig.
4. The area under the curve corresponds to the energy asso-
ciated with buckling.

Using the value of SMT � 152 kPa determined from the
experimental data for prestress (see Energetic consideration)
and Scr � 142 kPa, we obtained L/Lcr � 0.87 from Fig. 4. The
energy per unit volume (wMT) of the elastica was obtained as

wMT � Scr �1
L/Lcr �SMT/Scr�d�L/Lcr� (A1)

By substituting the values of Scr � 142 kPa and L/Lcr � 0.87
into Eq. A1, we determined from the relation in Fig. 4 that
wMT� 0.018 pJ/�m3. The energy stored in the cytoskeleton-
based MTs was then calculated as WMT � MTVwMT, where
MT � 0.19% is the volumetric fraction of MTs in the cell (35)
and V � 5,000 �m3 is the cell volume. It was determined that
WMT � 0.176 pJ.

If MTs do not buckle but only shorten under compressive
stress SMT � 152 kPa, the energy stored per unit volume of
a single MT is (SMT)2/2EMT, assuming that MTs are linearly
elastic. Here EMT � 1.2 GPa is the Young’s modulus of a
single MT (9). The corresponding energy stored in MTs of the
cytoskeleton is WMT � MTV(SMT)2/2EMT. It was determined
that WMT � 0.9 � 10
4 pJ.

The energy stored in the actin network (WMF) was calcu-
lated as follows. It was assumed that the actin filaments were
linearly elastic. In that case, the energy per unit volume of a
single actin microfilament is (SMF)2/2EMF, where SMF is
stress and EMF � 2.6 GPa (9) is the Young modulus of the
filament. The total energy stored in the actin cytoskeleton is
therefore equal to WMF � MFV(SMF)2/2EMF, where MF�
0.21% is the volume fraction of actin microfilaments in the
cell (cf. Ref. 35) and V � 5,000 �m3 is the cell volume. Stress
SMF was obtained from the data for the net mean prestress �
2,211 Pa (42), assuming that the microfilaments form a
three-dimensional randomly oriented network where SMF �
3p/MF (35). It was found that WMF � 0.02 pJ.

The energy stored in the myosin cross bridges (WCB) was
obtained as follows. The maximum energy per cross bridge is
eCB � 2.7�10
8 pJ (26). Thus the total energy stored in

Fig. 3. Relationship between Lcr/l and ql4/16B, obtained numerically
from the theoretical equation from Ref. 35, where Lcr is the critical
buckling length of Euler elastica, l � 20 �m is the assumed length of
MTs, q � 8 Pa is the stiffness of the lateral support of intermediate
filaments (IFs), and B � 21.5 pN ��m2 is the flexural (bending)
rigidity of MTs. This relationship is used to obtain Lcr.

Fig. 4. Universal postbuckling compression vs. chord-length rela-
tionship (37) of pin-ended Euler elastica (shown in inset), where SMT

is compression stress, Scr is critical buckling stress, L is chord-length
(see inset), and Lcr is the critical buckling length of elastica. This
relationship is used to obtain the energy per unit volume stored in an
MT (Eq. A1).
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myosin cross bridges of the cell is WCB � CBVeCB/vCB, where
CB is the volumetric fraction of the cross bridges in the cell,
vCB is the volume of a cross bridge, and V � 5,000 �m3 is the
cell volume. The quantities CB and vCB were obtained as
follows. The myosin content in the smooth muscle is approx-
imately one-fifth the myosin content in the skeletal muscle
cells, which is 20 �M (28), and the myosin mass density was
assumed to be that of water. From these data it was obtained
that CB � 0.18%. The crude estimate of vCB � 10
5 �m3 was
obtained from the data for the cross-bridge geometry (43).
Thus it was found that WCB � 0.024 pJ.
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